READING GRADES P-12 ENDORSEMENT (Certification Only (2948))

1) The **curriculum contract for the endorsement** only does not identify the admission requirements of 16 KAR 5:020 (GPA, 4Cs, Code of Ethics). **Added/corrected admission requirements on Reading certification only contract**

The contract includes inaccurate references to the appropriate SPA Standards (should be ILA instead of IRA). **Corrected to read "International Literacy Association"**

The Course Criteria section identifies 16 semester hours; however, the sum of the credit hours equals 15. **Corrected to read "Fifteen (15) semester hours"**

2) The **curriculum contract for the MATL** does not include all the admission criteria: GPA incorrect and 4Cs not clearly identified. **Added/corrected admission requirements on MATL with Reading contract**

The contract includes inaccurate references to the appropriate SPA Standards (should be ILA instead of IRA). **Corrected to read "International Literacy Association"**

In the statement about the recommendation it identifies Gifted instead of Reading. **Corrected to read "Reading"**